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Very

Not at
all!

How useful

have you found

this session?
Feedback secured

from delegates using

MURAL anonymous

voting functionality

Intuitive

Enjoyable

Great

platform

I can see how

this might be

useful

Really

enjoyed it

thanks

Great demo,

thanks!

Very informatice

couple of hours 

Thanks Danila and

Alistair, excellent

run through

Wow! I love how

the software

works.

Feedback

Card call

question

My key business
lessons learned
during the Covid-
19 pandemic
are....

No card no

discussion!

One Covid

business lesson

per card

Try not to write

an essay on

each card! 

Not a speling

or gramer

teste!

Use your own

stickies and

please dont make

them bigger! 

If you want more

than four stickies

go get them!

No one was ready for

a pandemic.

Technology is better

than I expected and

will change the way I

work in future

Home working works,

but people crave social

interaction

People will look at the

essential services we

provide in a different

way

Resilience -clients are

having a hard time

Personal

development -new

tools & skills

Patience - people have

varying priorities

Re-visit the vision for

the next 5 years

Everyone needs a

laptop

Install super fast, high

bandwidth, reliable

broadband

Stock mission critical

components

Remote working is

here to stay

Agility and flexibility of

company and

workforce

To offer a more

blended approach to

my offer

To travel less but

consciously connect

more virtually 

Business is about

outcomes not

process

Life is short, business

is equally short, so

don't strategise too

much

Face to face is great

but people should be

trusted to work from

home / wherever

People are key to a

business, make sure

you understand each

as individuals, not as

numbers

flexible working is more

possible then imagined

Service offering

needs to be

adaptable

communication more

important than ever

Learnt the

importance of

exercise 

Nina Simon Alison

Jackie Cameron Jennifer

Bruce Vic Neil

Card drop area

Enterprise

resilience

Offerings

need to be

flexible

Technological

infrastructure

Emerging Key Lessons 

Working

practices

New CSR

Focus

Be clear on what I

want to be known for

going forward

How quickly you can

gain trust and

engagement with

online groups

Sharing new

learning and

techniques for the

future

People are creative

Reliance on trust

Importance of having

a 'plan B'

Power of MS Teams &

Zoom

How much time is

wasted on travel

To offer a more

blended approach to

my offer

Remote working is

here to stay

Reliance on trust

Covid  has been a

rollercoaster ride for

me

1st

2nd=

2nd=

6th

5th

4th

Six key important lessons

were identified by the team.

The prioritisation was

achieved using MURAL

voting functionality

Covid-19 Lessons Learned

Lessons Discussion

Covid  has been a

rollercoaster ride for

me

What is your name? Who do you
work for? What is your job? 

A good or bad experience for me
during lockdown has been.....?

Daniela Yarnold, Pro Futura Ltd.

Leadership Coach and Facilitator.

Alison Sherry, Alison Sherry Consulting Ltd

Leadership Development Facilitator and coach 

Bruce Rowling, Pinpoint South. Global

Training Director. Trainre, coach, and

facilitator.

Simon Seaton, CEO Energy and Resources,

Sodexo

Vic Baxter, Advisor, Local Content

Business Development Unit. SABIC KSA

Jackie Doyle, JDMS Ltd, management consultant in the tech and

energy sectors

Jenefer Campbell - JE Sneddon Ltd

Consultant in Customer Service

Neil Poxon - CEO - Oxford Flow, a

technology spin-out from the University of

Oxford

Finding the most amzing countryside

walks and appreciating wildlife

More time with family and in the garden

Good - great participation, using all the tools on Zoom. Not so

good trying to share screen sometimes hasn't worked. Loving

having more time to exercise and relax but really missing human

connection

Managed to lose 20 lbs by avoiding

travel, diners, hotels etc.  Oh and my

family

Developing remote facilitation and

training tools and techniques - something

I've putting off for too long!

I like to work on new disruptive projects and get

some time to myself to keep fit and do things with

the family / friends - life's too short!

+ More time with family as less travel.  --

On the flipside - shopping no longer a

pleasure. bjectives To have an interesting and timely discussion
To demonstrate MURAL to our guests, please do ask questions
To allow AP and DY to learn on the job
To allow all of us to learn new skills

genda Preliminaries inc intros and MURAL guidance (15 minutes minutes)
Identifying, naming and prioritising Covid business lessons (45 minutes)
Further discussion of top business lessons identified (20 minutes)
Some feedback on virtual facilitation best practices (5 minutes)
Wrap up and Exit Poll (5 minutes)
Extra time if anybody wants to stay! 

uiding principles

Facilitators - Daniela and Alistair MURAL coach and guest facilitator - Bruce

Preliminaries

Nina Moarnge Global Communications

Director, Energy and Resources. Sodexo

Alistair Punt, Stash (UK) Limited, I own the

company and make my living mainly by facilitating

workshops but also by designing GPS enabled

outdoor team development experiences.

Eating and sleeping better, like the

flexibility of working from home.

The best aspect of lockdown for me has been

reconnecting via Zoom on a regular basis with

freinds I had only really communicated with via

Christmas cards for years.

Have fun and learn stuff!

Personal

resilience

Working practices Enterprise resilience

Personal resilience New CSR Focus

Lessons discussion

One key idea to address the negative /
consolidate the positive lessons learned.

Virtual facilitation best practice pointers
Welcome to this MURAL Covid-19 Business Lessons Learned
and Virtual Facilitation Demonstration. 16th July 2020. 

:

Business Model Canvas

Hi NeilHi Alistair

You going to fill

in the green

box?

Yep see you at 14:30

on Zoom

Fair enough!
Bye for now

LOL

Cameron works for Energy Institute but cannot join

us today alas as has had an accident.

Be clear on what I

want to be known for

going forward

Illustrating additional

MURAL capabilities by

uploading working

canvass from MURAL

templates

Delegate names and responses

redacted to comply with

confidentiality requirements.

Daniela and Alistair were

facilitators on the day and are

happy to share information 

Try to have two

facilitators for

each session

Remote / Virtual

Facilitation Best

Practice, some

Pointers

Watch your number

of attendees, more

than 15 (ish) starts

to get messy!

Familiarise

participants in

advance

Expect the

unexpected, its not as

controlalble as in a

room!

Dont let the

technology dominate

the discussion

Run sessions

in ~2 hour

chunks

Remote / Virtual facilitation - What have we learned so far?




